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Exercise 1

Write an interface MySimulationInterface (or abstract class MySimulationAbstract, depending on
what you think is better) having the methods that we have implemented in GBMEuler in the last exercise.
You can also add any other method you think useful (e.g., getters and setters). This has to be implemented
(or extended, if you write it as an abstract class) by three classes: again GBMEuler, LogEulerScheme and
MilsteinScheme, where the generate() method performs the simulation of the corresponding schemes.

Use these three classes in order to compute the risk-neutral value of a call option, i.e. a financial derivative
whose payoff CT at time T is

CT = (ST −K)+ (1)

for some K > 0. That is, compute the value

C0 = E[e−rT (ST −K)+] (2)

for all the three schemes. You can compute (ST −K)+ with a method of RandomVariable, implemented
in RandomVariableFromDoubleArray: find it and use it.

By comparing with the analytic formula of the Black Scholes model (which
you can either implement yourself or alternatively use the static method
net.finmath.functions.AnalyticFormulas.blackScholesOptionValue) generate an histogram
of the errors for n = 100 simulated option values, for all three methods. You can conveniently achieve
this by wrapping the differences of the analytical and simulated option values in a RandomVariable

and then call the getHistogram method. Also compare the performances. Use the values r = 0, T = 1,
σ = 0.25, S0 = K = 100.

Exercise 2

Use now the finmath library classes to simulate a geometric Brownian motion to price call and put
options. The finmath library design distinguishes in separate classes the process for the scheme simulation,
from the model providing the parameters for the simulation, and then links them in a third class running
the simulation. Finally one must a create a product with an evaluation method producing the option
value by passing the linking class as a parameter.

Possibly taking inspiration from montecarlo.assetderivativevaluation.MonteCarloAssetModel, do
the following:

(a) Write a main class BlackScholesMonteCarlo implementing AssetModelMonteCarloSimulationModel,
of the package net.finmath.montecarlo.assetderivativevaluation. This class must have a
field model of type net.finmath.montecarlo.model.AbstractProcessModel and a field process

of type net.finmath.montecarlo.process.MonteCarloProcessFromProcessModel, which are
initialised by the constructor.

(b) Write an overloaded constructor which accepts no AbstractProcessModel pa-
rameter but automatically initialises such a field to an object of type
montecarlo.assetderivativevaluation.models.BlackScholesModel (which, as you can
see, extends indeed AbstractProcessModel).

(c) Also provide an overloaded constructor which accepts no MonteCarloProcessFromProcessModel

parameter but automatically initialises such a field to an object of type
montecarlo.process.EulerSchemeFromProcessModel (which, as you can see, extends inde-
ed MonteCarloProcessFromProcessModel).

(d) Still in the BlackScholesMonteCarlo constructor, call the methods setModel and setProcess of
MonteCarloProcessFromProcessModel and AbstractProcessModel, respectively, for process and
model: this is the main instruction linking the process and the model allowing for method delegation.



(e) Add all the required getters and setters to this class, using method delegation, i.e., letting model

and process calling the appropriate methods.

(f) In a main method (possibly in another class) create a European option product object from the
class montecarlo.assetderivativevaluation.products.EuropeanOption; to obtain the option
values then just make a call to the getValue(double, AssetModelMonteCarloSimulationModel)

method using as a parameter an instance of the Monte Carlo simulator class created in the points
above. Perform different valuations for various strikes K and time to maturities T − t.


